Welcome

The winning formula

Network Middle East held its annual celebration of network industry excellence at the end of February.

The 2017 Network Middle East Innovation Awards brought together dozens of industry players in the region to Dubai, witnesses as we awarded 18 of their own for what our judges perceived as the best projects and technologies the region has had to offer in the past twelve months.

We have extensive coverage of the ceremony itself in this issue.

There were some key takeaways from the run up to the event and during the ceremony itself. One of this was the Middle East region has embraced digitisation like nowhere else. In the past year, what was until then a buzzword, digital transformation is now a broadly embraced concept. Incidentally, the financial uncertainties brought on by the larger macro-economic trend in the region are have organisations embracing IT as a key enabler of their own business transformation to thrive in a tricky market environment.

Some of the biggest public projects, events and initiatives in coming years in the region have a major digital element to them, that disregarding this evolution is no longer an option for regional businesses.

In this issue are a few mentions of a relatively new technology, Blockchain, but whose importance will only grow over the next few years. In an era where organisations are worried about the security of their transactions, here comes an incredibly secure and very cost-effective solution to many a CISOs nightmares.

You will be hearing a lot more about blockchain, not just in your boardrooms, but also within the covers of our publication.

David Ndichu
Editor
david.ndichu@itp.com

// Inside>

06// INFOGRAPHIC
Intel Security cloud report shows IT departments are struggling with cloud security, worsening an already tenuous IT security environment

10// REGIONAL UPDATE
Khazna operates the largest data centre infrastructure in the region, with a growing co-location clientele

11// REGIONAL UPDATE
Dubai Police offers a single toll-free point of contact for non-emergency communication after a communications project with Avaya

14// SECURITY REPORT
Best practices will go a long way in fight against IoT-based DDoS attacks

18// COMMENT
IoT opportunities abound, but a lack of clear strategy and red tape among service providers is hampering progress

19// COMMENT
In an era of rampant cyber-attacks launched by organised and groups, threat intelligence gives IT teams an edge

46// VENDOR PROFILE
We profile Digital Shadows, a cybersecurity firm that monitors the Internet to identify digital risks

48// TRAINING
Fortinet to provide universal access to its network security expert courses to for free

50// FIVE MINUTES
Five minutes with Raj Sabhlok, president of IT management vendor ManageEngine

50
What is your current role in the ICT industry in the Middle East and what are your responsibilities?
ManageEngine has established itself as a leading provider of IT management software in the Middle East. Some of the largest companies across the Middle East, among them Almarai, ADCE, Oman Air, DWTC, eHosting Data Fort, LuLu Group rely on ManageEngine to ensure their IT infrastructure is highly available, optimally performing, secure and in compliance with relevant regulations.
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